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SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT

DOCKET NO. 72-1014
HI-STORM 100 CASK SYSTEM

HOLTEC INTERNATIONAL
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE NO. 1014

AMENDMENT NO. 6

SUMMARY

By letter dated April 15,2008, as supplemented August 1, November 17, and November 26,
2008, Holtec International (Holtec) submitted an application to the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to amend Certificate of Compliance (CoC) No. 1014 for the

.,HI-STORM 100 Cask System (License Amendment Request (LAR) 1014-7, Revision 0), in
accordance with U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, "Licensing Requirements forthe
Independent Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel and HiglhLevel .Radioactive Waste and Reactor-
Related Greater than Class C Waste,", Title 10, Part 72 (•0 CFR Part 72). By letter dated August
19, 2008, the NRC staff, hereafter referred to as the staff, inf••med Holtec that the LAR 1014-7
application contained sufficient information for the staff to begina technical review.

The amendment proposed to:
1. ModifyctheonschnicaL!r"edi2. Modify the Techn jcation... (S).•to, :;•;= ''Ihall tecuse of tojinco rporate minor editorial changes.
.2. ModifytheT v. to allow theusfinstrumenttube tie rods (ITTRs) to the approved

contents of the MPC-24 and MPC-32 models presently included in the HI-STORM 100
Coc.

Certain PWR fuel assemblies with thimble tube sleeves manufactured from 304 stainless steel
.are susceptible to~ interanular stress corrosion:cracking (IGSCC) in the bulge region just below
the top•nozzle. This corrosion could~result in the top nozzle separating from the fuel assembly
when the assembly is lifted.•Westingho use Electric Corporation, LLC (Westinghouse), has
developed the instrument tube tie rod (ITTR) to repair these types of assemblies. The ITTR is a
stainless steel tube inserted into the central instrument tube. It extends from thetop nozzle
adapter plate to the bottom nozzle and reinforces the connection between the top nozzle and the
rest of the fuel assembly. It is de~signed to carry the weight of the entire assembly to allow the
fuel assembly to be handled with the standard fuel handling tool. Assemblies with the IGSCC

:that would otherwise be contained in Damaged Fuel Canisters (DFCs) and classified as ' r-&tCLC
"Damaged Fuel Assemblies" can be classified as fuel assemblies a er installation of the.
ITTRs. However, fuel considered damaged because of 1Ng6 imadlt1ofl~o other conditions
such as cladding defects, would still be housed in DFCs hraufiorite containi•gan ITTR. The
ITTR is epPlli6abe t only~the PWR 15x15 and 17x17 fuel types. -'.

The HI-STORM 100 cask system is approved for eight different multi-purpose canisters (MPCs)
. that contain the fuel. Five of these MPCs are designed to contain 15x15 and/or 17x17 PWR
fuel. These designs will include the ITTRs as part of the approved contents. These five designs
are MPC-24, MPC-24E, MPC-24EF, MPC-32, and MPC-32F.

This Safety Evaluation Report (SER) documents the review and evaluation of the amended
FSAR, supplemental materials, response to the staffs request noted above, and proposed CoC
-changes. The FSAR follows the format similar to that of the NRC, "Standard Review Plan for
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Dry Cask Storage Systems," NUREG-1 536, January 1997 (NUREG-1 536) with differences
implemented for clarity and consistency.

I. REVIEW CRITERIA

The staffs evaluations of the proposed changes are based on whether the applicant meets the
applicable requirements of 10. CFR Part 72 for independent storage of spent fuel and of 10 CFR
Part 20 for radiation protection. The staff's evaluation focused only on modifications requested
in the LAR 1014-7 and did not reassess previously approved portions of the CoC, TS, and the
FSAR or those areas of the FSAR modified by Holtec asallowed by 10 CFR 72.48. The
technical objectives for the following review disciplines are as described below for each of the
proposed changes.

Structural

The objective of the structural review is to assess the safety analysis of the structural design
features, the structural design criteria, and the structural analysis methodology used to evaluate
the expected structural performance capabilities under normal Operations, off-normal operations,
accident conditions and natural phenomena events for those structures, systems and
components important to safety included in this amendment.

The review was conducted against the appropriate regulations as described in 10 CFR 72.236
that. identify the specific requirements for spent fuel storage cask approval and fabrication. The
Unique characteristics of the spent fuel to be stored are identified .as required by 10 CFR
72.236(a) so that the design basis and the design criteria that must be provided for the
structures, systems, and components important to safety can be assessed under the
requirements of 10 CFR 72.236(b). The proposed change was found to have an impact on the
structural criteria of the contents of the HI STORM 100 Cask System.

Criticality_

The objective of the criticality review is to ensure that.the spent fuel will remain subcritical under
all credible normal, off-normal, and accident conditions encountered during handling, packaging,.
transfer, and storage. The objective includes a review of the changes to the criticality design
c. riteria, features and fuel specifications, verification and. review of the configuration and material
properties for the HI-STORM 100 Cask System, and a review of the criticality analyses that
might include computer programs, benchmark comparisons, and multiplication factors proposed

.in LAR 1014-7.

The applicant proposed to modify the allowable contents to the HI-STORM 100 Cask System
-design and CoC. The staff. reviewed. the proposed changes to the HI-STORM 100 Cask System.
criticality safety analysis to ensure that all credible normal, off-normal, and accident conditions
have been identified and their potential consequences on criticality considered such that the HI-
STORM 100 Cask System, as revised, meets the following regulatory requirements: 10 CFR
72.124(a), 72.124(b), 72.236(c), and 72.236(g). The staffs review also involved a determination
on whether the cask system fulfills the acceptance criteria listed in Section 6 of NUREG-1 536.

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASK DESIGN

The HI-STORM 100 Cask System is a dry cask storage system for spent light water reactor fuel.
The system comprises three discrete components: the multi-purpose canister (MPC), the
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HI-TRAC Transfer Cask, and the HI-STORM 100 storage overpack.

The MPC is the confinement system for the stored fuel. It is a welded, cylindrical canister with a
honeycombed fuel basket, a baseplate, a lid, a closure ring, and the canister shell. All MPC
components that may come into contact with spent fuel pool water or the ambient environment,
with the exception of neutron absorber, aluminum seals on vent and drain port caps, and
optional aluminum heat conduction elements, are constructed of stainless steel. The canister
shell, baseplate, lid, vent and drain port cover plates, and closure ring are the main confinement
boundary components. The honeycombed basket, which is equipped with neutron absorbers,
provides criticality control. There are eight approved MPC designs; MPC-24, MPC-24E, and
MPC-24EF which can contain a maximum of 24 pressurized water reactor (PWR) fuel
.assemblies; the MPC-32 and MPC-32F which can contain a maximum of 32 PWR fuel
assemblies; and the MPC-68, MPC-68F, and MPC-68FF which can contain a maximum .of 68
boiling water reactor (BWR) fuel assemblies. Vibration suppressors are considered integral non-
fuel hardware consisting of zircaloy or stainless steel tubes.

The HI-TRAC transfer cask (TC) provides shielding and structural protection of the MPC during
loading, unloading, and movement of the MPC from the spent fuel pool to the storage overpack.
The HI-TRAC was previously reviewed and approved by the staff for the original application. No
significant design changes were made to the HI-TRAC, as such the staff only reviewed the HI-
TRAC with respect to whether it was affected by the proposed changes.

The HI-STORM 100 overpack provides shielding and structural protection of the MPC during
storage. The overpack is.a'heavy-walled, steel and concrete, cylindrical vessel. In addition to
the HI-STORM 100 overpack, there are three additional approved variations including the HI-
STORM 100S, HI-STORM 100A, and the HI-STORM 100SA, and one proposed variation, the
HI-STORM 100U currently under review by the staff (LAR 1014-6). The HI-STORM 100S is a
shorter version of the HI-STORM 100. To accommodate the height change, the location of the
air ducts and MPC pedestal height was modified. The HI-STORM 100A and 100SA are similar
to the. HI-STORM 100 and 100S overpacks except that they have a baseplate that is anchored
to the concrete pad at the independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI). The HI-STORM
100A and 10OSA overpacks may be used to store fuel in high seismic areas. The. HI-STORM
1 1OOS, IOA, and 1OOSA overpacks were approved under Amendment.1 to CoC 1014.

The basic sequence of operations for the HI-STORM 100 Cask System is as follows: (1) the.
.transfer cask, with the MPC inside, is lowered into the spent fuel pool and the MPC is loaded
with spent nuclear fuel; (2) the transfer cask and loaded MPC are removed from the spent fuel
pool and the MPC is drained, dried, welded closed, inspected, and backfilled with an inert gas;
(3) the transfer cask is. placed on top of the overpack and the MPC is lowered into the overpack;
and (4) if. necessary the overpack, with the MPC inside, is moved to the storage pad. A loaded
HI-TRAC transfer cask can be handled vertically or horizontally. A loaded HI-STORM 100,
1OOS, IOA, and 1.OOSA, overpack can only be moved vertically. The proposed HI-STORM
100U design can only be loaded in situ. MPC transfer between the transfer cask and overpack
can be performed inside or outside a 10 CFR Part 50 controlled structure (e.g., a reactor
building).

Ill. FINDINGS

The proposed changes were reviewed to the criteria and regulations described in Section II of
this SER and a discussion of the staff review and findings are described for each below.
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Proposed Change No. I

The applicant proposed to modify the HI-STORM 100 Cask System No. 1014 Appendices A and
B TS to make editorial corrections as follows:

a. TS Appendix A, Section 3.1.1, LCO 3.1.1, Required Action C.2 should be C.2.1.

b. TS Appendix B, Table 2.1-1, IILAA-•e (currently the first e)-'section should be changed to
A• TIR.d44tL-A#+d and the burnup units listed in LILL-At4•.i (as corrected) should read

"(MWlM•HM instead of "(MTU/MTIHM)".\, •

Oc. TS Appendix B, Table 2.1-1, RLA.e-t(currentlyhe second e)' -the "Mx6b" should be

d. TS Appendix B, Table 2.1-1 IV.A.I.g and V.A.1.g should be modified to remove the two
instances of "and DFC" in each statement.

e.: TS Appendix B, Table 2.1-1, V.A.2.d.ii - "Section 2.3" should be "Section 2.4"

Based on the NRC staff's review of informatio•r provided in the HI-STORM 100 Cask System
LAIR 1014-7, these modifications to the HISTORM .100 Cask System CoC are editorial and have
no affect on the applicable design and acceptance cniteria.

Proposed Change No.22.; ,.. ..

Structural Evaluation%:•

The Staff.has reviewed LAR 1014-7 to the HI-STORM 100 and noted that the applicant
proposes to add lRWs~desigced and fabri•tedby bWstinghousevto maintain the structural.
integrity ofthe fi assenblyto the approved contents. The applicant has reviewed the classical
stress cal~culations provide:d by Westinghouse (reference 7) that demonstrated the acceptability
of the.ITTRto support the ded load •fthe fuel assembly during lifting operations.

The staff reviewed the calculation and the relevant factors of safety and determined that the
applicant has "demonstrated that the structural performance of the ITTR is acceptable..

The applicant hasrret the requirements 10 CFR 72.122, "Overall Requirements," with regard to

'inclusion of the following provisions in the structural design:

Structural designs that are compatible with ready retrievability of spent fuel.

Criticality Evaluation

The addition of the ITTR affects the criticality analyses of the HI-STORM 100 cask system
because the volume of the central instrument tube is now displaced with the ITTR. This could
be non-conservative for MPC designs that require a minimum soluble boron concentration. All
applicable MPCs require a minimum soluble boron concentration under certain conditions. The
boron concentration required for the affected MPC and fuel lattices is summarized in
Table 1.
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Table 1: Minimum Boron Concentration Requirements for the HI-STORM 100 15x15 and
17x17 PWR Fuel

MPC Fuel Lattice Intact/Damaged Enrichment limit Minimum Boron
Assemblies in wt % Concentration

(ppm)
MPC-24 1 5x1 5 j 17 1 -7 Intact Only 5.0. 400
MPC-24E 15x15.) .. 'lr Intact Only 5.0 300
MPC-24EF
MPC-24E 15x15. I"TA 1-7 One or more 5.0 600
MPC-24EF Damaged
MPC-32 15xl 5 A/B/C/G Intact Only 4.1< ... 1800
MPC-32F_____________
MPC-32 15x15 A/B/C/G Intact Only <p5.0 p2500
MPC-32F __________'_

•MPC-32 15x15 D/E/F/H Intact Only V 4.1 1900
MPC-32F
MPC-32 15x1 5 D/E/F/H Intact Only • . .0 2600 .
MPC-32F ___....___....

MPC-32 17x17 A/B/C. IntatOnly 4.1 1900
MPC-32F 2
MPC-32 1 7x 7 A/B/C Intact Only ; 5.0 2600
.MPC-32F_________ 

___•MPC-32 15x1 5 A!B/CiG One orimore ,4,i 1900
MPC-32F damaged<~~
MPC-32 I5x15 5i/B/IC/G One or more 5.0 2700
.MPC-32F Kdamaged
MPC-32 15x15 D/E/F/H One or more 4.1 2100
MPC-32F damaged, _______ __"_'.

MPC-32 • 1 5x1 5 D/E/F/H One or more% 5.0 2900
MPC-32F. damaged "
MPC-32, 17x17A/B/C O•e or more 4.1 2100
MPC-32F; damaged
MPC-32 ~ 17x7 A/B/C One.or more 5.0 2900
MPC-32F ________, _ damaged

x. The information if• ,

•is rom References 3 and 4. C-~-ic~ not L-d'~~ i'cccx' a'c- riot

Section 6.4.8 of the applicant's Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) (Reference 2) provides a
discussion on "Non-fuel Hardware in PWR Fuel Assemblies." In this section, the applicant
states that the current analyses of record were performed with the instrument tube filled with
borated water.

This section of the FSAR includes a discussion on calculations performed by the applicant with.
the guide tubes voided to show the effect of the displaced boron on reactivity. For the MPC-24
with 400 ppm and the MPC-32 with 1900 ppm, the applicant finds that voiding the guide tubes
.results in a reduction in reactivity. However, in some of the cases for the MPC-32 with 2600ppm
boron, the applicant found that the voided guide tubes produced a higher reactivity than the filled
guide tubes, but noted that this effect was not consistent for all assembly classes.
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In Reference 5, the applicant provided a summary of the analyses performed to determine that
the addition of the ITTR in the instrument tube results in a lower or statistically equivalent
reactivity.

The applicant states that any increase in reactivity is only applicable for the cases with high
boron concentration. Therefore, the applicant chose the MPC-32 with 5% enriched assemblies
as the most limiting, and this case was selected as the representative configuration for
performing the analyses in justifying the change. The staff agrees with this assessment.

To study the reactivity effect.f adding the ITTR in the instr menttube, the applicant chose
three cases and voided th4 instrument tubes. These are1the5;5x1 5B, 15x15F, and 17x1 7C
assemblies. As shown in 'bove, these are representative of the threel highest boron
concentrations for the affected configurations. The staff finds that voiding the instrument tube is.
an acceptable means of evaluating the ITTRs because the voided tube is likely to bound that of
the actual stainless steel tube which may have some neutron absorption properties and will still.
contain borated water in the center of the tube.. .

In Reference 5, all of these cases show a reactivity decrease •uith the voided instrument tube,
with the exception of the 15x1 5B whichshows an increase that is within 2o of the calculation.
The staff finds that this justifies the applicant's conclusion that the addition of the ITTR results in
a lower or statistically equivalent reactivity .

Since an ITTR can be installeld in an assembly housed in a DFC the applicant supplemented
their application with Referenc , explainin how the current analyses for the damaged fuel
bounds the addition of the ITTR.? The staff found these configurations of particular concern
since they have the highest boron concentrations. The applicant models damaged fuel as a
bare pellet array, neglecting all clad• ng and structufral materials and any neutron absorption of
these materials. The FSAR shows,•forthe.A 5xl 5F bare array with 2900 ppm boron in the MPC-

.32, that decreasing water de y decreasing boron) decreases keff. This shows, for this
configuration, that adding an ITTR (and displacing boron) would not have an adverse effect.
Sincethis is a high concentration of boron and the bare pellet array is conservative, the staff has
reasonable assurance that the additionr of the ITTR for the damaged fuel would not increase keff.

.) In Revisioni tothe FSAR the applicant added a paragraph on the effect of assuming an ITTR
in the instrumntube. The revised FSAR states that studies of some representative PWR
assemblies were performed with voided instrument tubes and the results show that this is
bounded by the condIition with flooded instrument tubes and that the current analyses are
applicable to those with an ITTR. The staff agrees with this assessment and finds the addition
of the ITTR acceptable to th~eMPC-24 and MPC-32 with 15x15 and 17x17 fuel lattices for both
intact and damaged fuel assemblies. The staff reviewed and accepts the changes to the TS, as

..described in Reference 3.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The staff has reviewed the proposed changes to the HI-STORM 100 Cask System CoC TS. No
technical changes to the certificate itself are required by this amendment. Based on
documentation provided in references 1 through 7, and the conditions given in the CoC as
amended, the staff finds that the HI-STORM 100 Cask System, as amended, meets the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 72.
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The staff finds that, unless otherwise noted in this SER, the analytical methods used by the
applicant that provide the basis for design modifications and the addition to the list of approved
cask contents for the HI-STORM 100 Cask System proposed in LAR 1014-7, are acceptable.
However, for the purposes of the LAR 1014-7 review, the staff did not revisit any previously
approved methodologies used in the original HI-STORM 100 Cask System application and
subsequent approved amendments, and did not make any new determination on the adequacy
of those methodologies, unless the methodology was used as the basis for a proposed LAR
1014-7 change.

Issued with Certificate of. Compliance No. 1014,

TBD
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Multi-Purpose Canister (MPC)
3.1.1

ACTIONS
(continued)

COMPLETIONCONDITION REQUIRED ACTION TIME

B. MPC cavity vacuum B.1 Backfill the MPC cavity with 6 hours
drying acceptance helium to a pressure of at
criteria'not met during least 0.5 atm.
allowable time.

C. MPC helium backfill limit C.1 Perform an engineering 72 hours
not met. evaluation to determine the

impact of helium differential.

AND

C.2.1 Develop and initiate 14 Days
corrective actions
necessary to return the
MPC to an analyzed
condition by adding helium
to or removing helium from
the MPC.

OR .

C.2.2 Develop and initiate
corrective actions
necessary to demonstrate
through analysis, using
the models andrmethods
from the HI-STORM
FSAR, that all limits for
cask components and
contents will be met.

/
1/'

Certificate of Compliance No. 1014 - /V' •(• 4  (a
Appendix A 3.1.1-2



Definitions
1.0

1.0 Definitions (continued),
FUEL DEBRIS

INTACT FUEL ASSEMBLY

LOADING OPERATIONS

MINIMUM ENRICHMENT

MULTI-PURPOSE CANISTER
(MPG)

NON- FU EL HARDPN4A R E

FUEL DEBRIS is ruptured fuel rods severed rods, loose fuel
pellets, containers or structures that are supporting these
loose fuel assembly parts, or fuel assemblies with kncown or
suspected defects which cannot be handled by normal
means due to fuel cladding damage.

INTACT FUEL ASSEMBLIES are fuel assemblies without
known or suspected cladding defects greater than pinhole
leaks or hairline cracks and which can be handled by
.normal means. Fuel assemblies without fuel rods in fuel
rod locations shall not be classified as INTACT FUEL
ASSEMBLIES unless dummy fuel rods. are used to
displace an amount of water greater than or equal to that
displaced by the fuel rod{f).

LOADING OPERATIONS include all licensed activities on
an OVERPACK or TRANSFER CASK while it is being
loaded with fuel assemblies. LOADING OPERATIONS
begin when the first fuel assembly is placed in the MPC
and end when the OVERPACK or TRANSFER CASK is
suspended from or secured on the transporter. LOADING
OPERATIONS does not included MPC transfer between
the TRANSFER CASK and the OVERPACK.

MINIMUM ENRICHMENT is the minimum assembly
average enrichment. Natural uranium blankets are not
considered in determining minimum enrichment.

MPCs are the sealed spent nuclear fuel canisters which
consist of a honeycombed fuel basket contained in a
cylindrical canister shell which is welded to a baseplate. lid
with welded port cover plates, and closure ring. The MPC
provides the confinement boundary for the contained
radloactive materialls..

NON-FUEL HARDWARE is defined as Burnable Poison
Rod. Assemblies iBPRAs}, Thimble Plug Devices (TPDs),
Control Rod Assemblies (CRAs). Axial Power Shaping
Rods (APSRs). Wet Annular Burnable Absorbers
(WVABAs). Rod Cluster Control Assemblies {RCCAs).
Control Element Assemblies {CEAs) Neutron Source
Assemblies (NSAs), water displacement guide tube plugs.
orifice rod assemblies, instrument tube tie rods {ITTRs),
and vibration suppressor inserts, and components of these
devices such as individual rods. •o~t~n/a

Tcontinued)

Cerficate of Complianca No. 1014 - M-er dny---w#- (
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Approved Contents
2.0

Table 2.1-1 (page 2 of 24)
Fuel AssembtY Limits

I. MPC MODEL: MPC-24 (continued)

A. Allowable Contents (continued)

d. Decay Heat Per Fuel
.Storage Location:

iL Array.'Classes 14x14D,
14x 14E, and 15x 15.G

ii. All Other Array!Classes

e. Fuel Assembly Length:

.f. Fuel Assembly Width:

g. Fuel Assembly Weight:

< 710 Watts

As specified in Section 2.4.

. 176.8 inches (nominal design)

S8.54 inches (nominal design)

S 1,720 lbs (including NON-FUEL
HARDWARE) for assemblies that do not
require flua spacers, otherwise : 1,680
lbs {including NON-FUEL HARDWARE)

B. Quantity per MPC: Up to 24 fuel assemblies.

C. Deleted-

D. DDAMAGED FUEL ASSEMBLIES and FUEL DEBRIS are not authorized for
loading into the MPC-24.

E. One NSA is authorized for loading into the MPC-24.

Note 1: Fuel assemblies containing BPRAs, TPDs, WABAs, water displacement guide
tube plugs, orifice rod assemblies, or vibration suppressor inserts with or
without ITTRs may be stored in any fuel storage location. Fuel assemblies
containing APSRs or NSAs, may only be loaded in fuel' storage locations 9,
10, 15, andior 16. Fuel assemblies containing CRAs, RCCAs, or CEAs may
only be stored in fuel storage locations 4, 5, 8-11, 14-17, 20, andor 21 See
Figure 2. 1-1). These requirements are in addition to any other requirements
specified for uniform or regionalized fuel loading.

Appe.ndix 2 2-8



Approved Contents
2.0

Table 2.1-i (page 1I of 241
Fuel AssembIt Limits

IlL MPC MODEL: MPC-68 and MPC-6BFF

A. Allowable Contents

1. Uranium oxide or MOX EWR INTACT FUEL ASSEMBLIES listed in table 2-1-3, with
or without channels and meeting the following specifications:

a. Cladding Type:

b Maximum PLANAPR-AVERAGE
INITIAL ENRICHMENT:

c. Initial Maximum Rod
Enrichment:

( Post-irradiation Cooling Time and
Average Burnup Per AssernbiO

i. Array/Classes 6X&A, 6X613B
6X6C, 7XA.A,8X8A

ii. Array!Class 8X8F

iii. Array!:lasse-s i0X10D and
1 A io AE

V, All Other ArraylClasses

ZR or Stainless Steel {SS) ats pecifi;d in
Table 2.1-3 for the applicable fuel assembly
array/class.

As specified in Table 2.1-3 for the applicable
fuel as&embly arra.o'class.

As specified in Table 2.1-3 for the applicable
fuel assembly arrayiclass.

V,

Cooling time > 18 years and an average
bumup < 30.000 MWIMTU
(or &4V [1MTIHM}

Cooling time > 10 years and an average
burnup u<- 27,500 MWD TU •

Cooling time L. 10 ye ars and an average

burnup< 27,500 MWD;MTU

As Specified in Section 2.4

C eriz.3te co Complianc. No. 1014 -,L--.-- ''r-" t-1
Appendix 1 2-17



Approved Contents
2.0

Tabl a 2.1-1 (page 12 of24)
. ..unEi Azast-nbly Limitu

Ill. MPC MODEL: MPC-68FF fcontinuedi

A. Al iowablo Contents (continued)

e. Deray Heat Per Assembly

i Arrm'.Cla-sse 6xaA CX6R, <115 Wtts
6X6C. 7X7A, EMaA

ii. Anay/Class 8XBF - 13.5 Weat

iii., Ar.nafYCb5ess 1OX10D and .S5 'watts

Iv..Ai Other ray- aes As .5ret:ified

I V/

ts

in Section 2.4

t. •I-u.l Assambly L.en•th:

i. A'raylCVasse, 6•,M., UO,•D,
6X60, 7XYA, SX6A

ii. All Other Ar1ay!Classes

2. Fuul Assenmbly WiVdth:

Arrs:4Classe- 6X•"6,. E3XES,

6X5C. 7X7A, 8XSA

ii All Other Array'Cl sses

h, Fuel Assembly Weig ht:

i. ArraylGasses ,BXSA. 6X6B.
.6X9C. X7A,Y BX8A.

1•. All OtherArray/Cia.ssr .•s

-55.0v inches jn.minajn design)

i •76.5 inches (iromina! desiqn)

<4.; inhe. 0 zorina design)

5z,35 inches f iorrbina•! design),

550 lbs.. including chiannels

< 730 lbs. includinia channels.

Cerificate -.fCompli.nce Nc. 1014 1 A Crt\ j-6 ,c'---
Appind:r- B 2-111
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Tablc-2. 1 - (page 18 of 24)
Fuc-l Assc-mrbly, Limits

IV MPC MODEL: MPC-24E and 24EF (continued)

A. Allowable Contents (continued)

d. Decay Heat Per Fuel Storage6
Location:

ii. Array,,'Classes 14xl14D,
14x14E, and 15xl5G

ii. All Other Array,,'Classes

e. Fuel Assembly Length:

f. Fuel Assembly Width:

g. Fuel Assembly Weight:

< 710 Watts

As specified in Section 2.4.

< 176.8 inches (nominal design)

. 8.54 inches (nominal design)

i,720 lbs (including NON-FUEL
HARDWARE) for assemblies that do not
require fuel spacers, otherwise S 1 ,680
lbs (including NON-FUEL HARDWARE)

(Cerffate ot complianca No~. 1014 f' /(P~CtY.
Appedix B 2-24
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Table 2-1-1 (page 20 of 24)
Fuel Assembly Limits

IV MPC MODEL: MPC-24E and 24EF (continued)

A. Allowable Contents (continued)

d. Decay Heat Per Fuel Storage
Location:

i. Array,,Classes 14x14D, L71OW?
14x 14E, and 15x 15G

ii. All Other Array.'Classes As spec

e. Fuel Assembly Length: . 176.8

f. Fuel Assembly Width: < 8.54 ir

g. FuelAssembly Weight: .S.720
HARDV
require f
lbs (incl

B. Ouantity per MPC: Up to 24 fuel assemblies.

C. Deleted.

ratts

if ied in Section 2.4.

inches (nominal design)

iches (nomin al design)

lbs (includin NON-FU -'
'ARE-or assemblies that do not X
fuel spacers, otherw•ise V 1,680.
uding NON-FUEL HARDWAR•) .X

(IIX
d

D. DAMAGED FUEL ASSEMBLIES and FUEL DEBS
loading into the MPC-24.

RIS are not authorized for

IPC-24.

Se-c. ii~-(~(-+- A
w&d-

E. One NSA is authorized for loading into the M

Note 1- Fuel assemblies containing BPRAs, TPDs, WABAs. water displacement guide
tube plugs, oifi'ce rod assemblies, or vibration suppressor inserts with or
•without TTRs, may be stored in any fuel storage location. Fue~lassemblies,
containing APSRs or NSAs, may only be loaded in fuel storage locations 9,
10. 15. and.ior 16 (see Figure 2.1-2). Fuel assemblies containing CRAs,
RCCAs,,or CEAs may only be stored in fuel storage locations 4,5,8-11, 14-17,
20, and.'or 21 (see (gure 2.1-2). These requirements are in addition to any
other requirements specified for uniform or regionalized fuel loading.

Certiltat•e o Complianc- No. 1014 "F
Appendix 1 2-26
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Table.2.1-1 (page 2-2 of 24)
Fuel Ass enbIý Limits

V. MPC MODEL: MPC-32 and MPC-32F (confinued)

A- Allc~vable Contents {contini-•d)

d. Decay Heat Per Fuel Storage
Location:

i. Array!Classes 14x14D.
14xi4E.and ,1SxI5G

•ij All OtherArrayClas-ses

e. Fuel Assembly Length

f. Fuel Assembly Width

g. Fuel Assembly Weight

< 500 Watts

As specified in Section 2.4.

. 176.8 inches (nominal design)

< 8.54 inches (nominal design)

< 1.720 lbs (including NON-FUEL
HARDWARE) for assemblies that do not
requre fuel spacers, otherm'se :; 1.680 lbs
(including NON-FUEL HARlM/ARE)

V

2< Certit-•ate of Compliance No. 1014 - iP-r( .,ffi t- 4 (0'
Appendix B 2-28.
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Table 2.1-1 (page 24 of 24)
Fuel Assembly Limits

V. MPC MODEL: MPC-32 and MPC-32F (cont'd)

A. Allowable Contents (continued)

d. Decay Heat Per Fuel Storage
Location:

i. Array/Classes 14x14D, <500 Watts
14X14E, and 15x15G

ii. All Other Array/Classes As specified in Section 2.4. Iv

e. Fuel Assembly Length <176.8 inches (nominal design)

f. Fuel Assembly Width <8.54 inches (nominal design)
•a~C •?C-

g. Fuel Assembly Weight < 1,720 lbs (inc ding NON-FUEL
X.. HARDWARE- for assemblies that do not

require fuel spacers, otherwise < 1,680 lbs
(including NON-FUEL HARDWAR•

B. Quantity per MPC: Up to eight (8) DAMAGED FUEL ASSEMBLIES and/or FUEL
DEBRIS in DAMAGED FUEL CONTAINERS, stored in fuel storage: locations 1,4, 5,
10, 23, 28, 29, and/or 32. The remainifig fuel storage locations.may be filled with
PWR: INTACT FUEL ASSEMBLIES meeting the applicable specifications..

C. One NSA is authorized for loading.

Note 1: Fuel assemblies containing BPRAs, TPDs, WABAs, water displacement guide
tube plugs, orifice rod assemblies, or vibration. suppressor inserts with or without IV
ITTRs, may be stored in any fuel storage location. Fuel assemblies containing. .v
NSAs, may only be loaded in fuel storage locations 13,14,19, And/or 20 (see
Figure 2.1-3). Fuel assemblies containing CRAs, RCCAs, CEAs or APSRs may
only be stored in fuel storage locations 7, 8, 12-15, 18-21, 25 and/or 26. (See

(Jigure 2.1-3). These requirements are in'addition to any other requirements
specified for uniform. or regionalized fuel loading.

?. Certificate of Compliance No. 1014- rft'w-0'. ~t
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Table 2.1-8
NON-FLIL ARDWARE COOLING AND AV=RAG• 2U"RNU?,I ýNo1ii 1. 2.3- arid: al V

Post-irradiation INSERTS NSA or GUIDE CONTROL APSR
Cooling Time (Note 41 TUBE HARDWARE COMPONENT BURNUP

(years) BURNUP iNote 51 (Note 6d (MWLMTU)
(W WDMTU) BURNUP BURN UP

(MWDMTU) (MWDiMTU)

:3

30,000

57748

< 1441032

.L 2.0

.~60.000

>_.7

NA (Note 71

'*40.000

~45XV0
*:50.000

< M0.0M

KOO600

< 0.0

NA

6.30.000 45-000.- 54,o00

< 5.000

<83000

111,000

530,003

NA

.11

.- 12

i;ý14

Notes: 1,. 2.umups for NON-FUEL :HA RDWARE are to be detefm;iel base6 on the.burnup and uanium mass
cf tlea fuel assemblies in whi:h the component.was insertad during ,reacto operation.

2. Unear intrrpolaion bet,'en poits is permitted, except !hat NSA or Guide Tjube Hwdare andA PSR
burntups ý 180,000 ooMWD,;MTU and, 630,000 MWIDMTU must be cooled >14 years and ., 1l years.

3. Applicable lo ur omrr loading and regionalizeAl loadlng.
4. inctures 2Lun;._ib Poisorn Rod A~ss-mblies (2PRAs*,WelAnnular 2umable Absorberzs (WABAs:, and

vibraton suppressor inserts..
5- includes Tbimrnie Plug .Dev-_es (TP1s1, water. dispkcernent geke tube plugsl ad orifice rodass & Sem bl~l s. " . . "; : " . i . i ..

6. Inudeus Control Rod Assemblies (CRAS), Control Element-Assemblies ,CEAs_) and Rod CQuster
Conirol Assemblie4s (RCCAsW.

7. NA m'eans not aurhorized for loading at t1-s cooling "-e.
8- Non-FuIl hwdware bumup anid coolirg limes are not appcable to ITTRs since they are irntalled post-

irradiabtrn.

C erfifrate of Compli ancs No. 10 14 (A-~~d WtA~ -ý
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